PIAA District III Team Tennis Results

AAA Consolations

Exeter vs Hershey

Hershey Won 3-1

#1 Singles: Nate Tulchinsky (H) vs Shawn Bittinger 6-4, 4-6, 2-2
#2 Singles: Mitch Gettis (E) def. Sean Kelley 6-3, 6-2
#3 Singles: Adam Goepfert (H) def. Shane Dungan 6-1, 2-6, 6-3
#1 Doubles: Mike Goodspeed/Patrick Lynch (H) def.
    Ryan Cooper/Sam Timura 6-2, 6-0
#2 Doubles: Dan Kiney/Nick St. John (H) def.
    Will Okoniewski/Steve Perdoch 6-0, 6-1

AAA Finals

Manheim Township vs Central York

Central York Won 3-0

#1 Singles: Clarke Freeman (CY) def. Peter Bookma 6-3, 6-4
#2 Singles: Mikesh Desai (CY) def. Jimmy Moshos 7-5, 6-4
#3 Singles: Evan Cunningham (CY) vs David Musser 2-6, 6-3, 2-1
#1 Doubles: Prateek Dhar /Brian Shackelford (CY) def.
    Dan Way/Josh Trach 6-4, 6-1
#2 Doubles:Taylor Stoll/Mitchell Learmonth (CY) vs
    John Nicolodi/Jon Moshos1-6, 7-5,3-2

AA Consolation

Lancaster Catholic vs York Catholic

Lancaster Catholic won 4-0

#1 Singles: Wes McCaskey (LC) def. James Bishoff 6-1, 2-6, 6-3
#2 Singles: Ryan Taylor (LC) vs Christopher Dill 7-5, 5-4
#3 Singles: Brad Weeber (LC) def Christopher Lawyer 6-1, 6-4
#1 Doubles: Ryan Bair/Joe Rudy (LC) def.
    Steve Finkenbiner/Luke Schmidt 6-0, 6-0
#2 Doubles: Dan Goss/Ryan Duschl (LC def.
    Matt Kihn/Christopher Carroll 6-3, 0-6, 6-0

AA Finals

Wyomissing vs Harrisburg Academy

Wyomissing won 3 - 1

#1 Singles  Doug Caplan (HA) def. Zach Simon 6-0, 6-2
#2 Singles: Dan Malloy (W) vs Andrew Kantor 7-6(4), 1-2
#3 Singles: Brian Allen (W) def. Ted Otto 6-2, 6-4
#1 Doubles: Sean MacAusland/Mike Anderson (W) def.
    Zach Cohen/Steven Pecht 6-1, 6-0
#2 Doubles:Matt Vandenbosch/Alex Grimm (W) def.
    Sebastian Rauenzahn/Scott Fasnacht 6-2, 6-1